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Registration
keepsUCF
from sending
back money

UCFnmsing
student dies
from injmies

•

by Dave Bauer

...

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Diane R. Wawrzaszek

UCF nursing student Heather Scaglione
died in Orlando Regional Medical Center of
complications after a car accident that occurred
on Jan 20.
Scaglione, 27, had been attending UCF for
the last three years and was to graduate this
May. Actively involved in the nursing community, she helped coordinate a national convention of student nurses in San Antonio last year
and also served on the Florida Medical Board.
In addition, Scaglione had published several articles in nursing magazines, including
'Pacemaker and Imprint. Last year, she had
been elected to the post of president for the
National Student Nurses' Association.
Before coming to UCF, she had done nursing
work at Oakhill Hospital in Brooksville.
Scaglione was described by her husband,
Don, as someone whose "whole drive was for
the nursing profession."
He wished to thank the UCF community for
helping him cope with his loss.
Memorial services were held Monday at St.
Anthony's Catholic Church in Brooksville.
Memorial contributions can be made to the
Heather Scaglione Scholarship Fund, care of
Joyce Doerner, acting chair, Department of
Nursing; Post Office box 216210; Orlando, FL
32816.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

As a result of breaking its record for spring
enrollment, UCF will be able to spend an additional $600,000 on summer classes this year.
"Its a win-win-win situation," said Stewart
Lilie, dean of Undergraduate Studies.
University Registrar John Bush said at the
end of regular registration, UCF enrolled 16,739
students.
"At the end ofcontinuous registration, we were
18,551," he said.
One of the reasons enrollment was down lac;t

ENROLLMENT continued page 5

BOR names UCF's v.p.
for academic affairs as
candidate for president

Trong Nguyen,.a senior majoring in fine arts, says
he "devotes countless hours to drawing." His art
is displayed in the Visual Arts Building. <DeHoog1FuruRE)
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Single parents struggle as they juggle school books and baby bottles
by Amy Barlow
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Single parents attending UCF said they often
struggle with guilt, day-care and money.
They said the guilt of spending so much time away
from their children is the hardest part of college.
Diana Parsons, 29, is in a master's program at
UCF. She takes her son Ben to UCF's Creative
School for Children most mornings at eight.
"Sometimes I don't pick Ben up until 10 or 11 at

•

TALLAHASSEE-The Board ofRegent's Selection Committee named the UCF associate vice
president for academic affairs Frank Juge, as
one of six candidates for the presidency of
Florida's 10th university Thursday.
The only UCF candidate to make it to the
final round, Sarah H. Pappas,President of the
Daytona campus, will participate in another
ronnd of interviews at the beginning of February. Last week, committee members interviewed
12 candidates.
Colleagues and associates of the candidates
will be interviewed in the candidates' hometowns by State University System of Florida
ChanceJlor Cqarles Reed and Patricia Haynie,
vice chancellor for Health Affairs, while the
committee conducts panel discussions. The Regents will make a final decision in late February.
The other candidates are: Mark Auburn, se. nior vice president and provost, University of
Akron; Linda Bunnell Jones, vice chancellor for
academic affairs, State University System of
Minnesota; Roy McTamaghan, State University System of Florida vice chancellor; Gresham
Riley, Colorado Commission of Higher Education; and Piedad Robertson, Massachu,setts secretary of education. -Compiled by Jill Krueger

night," Parsons said. "I feel so guilty leaving him for
so long. He's a great kid, so that makes it easier."
The Creative School for Children costs students
$68 a week from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., or students can pay
$2 an hour and pick their schedule.
"It ma'k.es it a lot easier to leave Ben when I know
he will be having a good time," Parsons said.
"I'm taking a heavy course load now so I can get
through quickly," Parsons added. "I want Ben to be
in a stable environment where I can support the two
of us."

Parsons said she doesn't work and receives financial support from her grandparents. She has also
taken out the maximum Stafford Loan.
"I'm finishing in debt, but it'll be worth it," she
said. "This was the only way I could make it through."
Mary Jo Matas, 40, a senior at UCF, said she
spends most of her time keeping up with her homework and the homework of her two children who are
10 and 13.
PARENTS continued page 5
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As Close to the Equator as You Want to Be!
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·IN THE SUN!!!!
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lirDJ&I UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA • FSti
• UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA AT GAINESVILLE
• FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
• ECKARD COLLEGE • ROLLINS COLLEGE
• UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ~""LORIDA
• FLORIDA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL
UNIVERSITY • JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY

WHAT TO DO ON THE ISLAND?
JOIN THE "Al,1, YOU CAN DRINK"

*BOOZE CRUISE* ALLDAYBEACRPARTIES *
BONFIRE BEACH BLAST * HAPPY HOURS

*POOL PARTIES

·FUN IN THE SUN-~

*VOl.LEYBALL

* TENNIS * HORSEBACK RIDING
* BEACH SPORTS

·FUN IN THE WATER-~

*SNORKELING * SURFING * SCUBA DIVING
* PARASAILING
*DISCOS * GAMBLING * ALL NIGHT CLUBS
* AMUSEMENT PARK * DOG TRACK

*

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE WITH l.D. - BASED ON PURCHASE OF
FOUR (4) DISCOUNTED $459. AIRFARES. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY.
AIRPORT DEPARTURE TAX NOT INCLUDED.

COMPLIMENTARY
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
*ROUND TRIP AIRFARE FROM
MIAMI INTERNAnONAL
* ISLAND AIRPORT SJRJ1TLE
* ROOMTAX
* LUXURIOUS CONDOS
·QUAD OCCUPANCY
* I fl 2 BEDROOM SUITES FOR
DOUBLES, TRIPLES AVAD.ABLE
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ACCOMMODATIONS FEATUR&
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ICJTCllENE'ITES
SATELUTE TV
AIR-CONDITIONING
GIANT SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS • GYM
HEALTH CLUB
TROPICAL BAR • RESTAURANTS
and much more...

·AIR MARGARITA
~=~

I·S00-326-0339 or I·S00-326-0202

ASK FOR SPRING BREAK DESK
VALID PASSPORT REQUIRED
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Families of the '90s: They aren't the Cleavers
mental health counselor atMississippi
State University. "They sense their
Sorry, Dan Quayle, but the "Leave it parents' allegiance is divided, and they
to Beaver" traditiononal family fan- are dangling without a good support
tasy doesn't exist in the '90s, and col- system."
lege students, many of them coping
Lee said students often feel betrayed
with complicated stepfamilies or ex- by divorced parents and complain they
tended families, don't
are caught in the cross-fire.
comprehend the concept. ~~~~~~~~
"People who share children are never really diBy the time a teen
reaches college, his or her
"People who
vorced," Lee said. "Chilparents may have dishare children dren in college have' not
II outgrown· their need ford
vorced at least once, tied
the knot twice and some are never rea y supporting
parentS' an
have said "I do" three
divorced. "
they grieve their losses."
Often a second martl'mes.
• Jeane B. Lee
Stepmoms, stepdads
MISSISSIPPI STATE
riage can become more
and stepsiblings are a
strenuous than the first.
"I see many new stepgrowing part of college
life, and some experts say students are mothers who are jealous of college-age
paying an emotional price for their daughters who are close to their dads,"
parent's lifestyles.
Lee said. "And I often see the natural
"There is a great deal of pain in parent under a great deal of stress and
people who come from divided and anxiety becausetheyaretryingtomake
blended families," said Jeane B. Lee, a everyone happy."
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

While some college students have
been dealing with stepfamilies for
years, others have to face the breakup
oftheirfamilieswhiletheyareinschool.
"Often students go into a t.ailspin, and
feel helpless to deal with the situation,"
said Joyce Brothers, a nationally known
psychologist who studies family and
marriage issues.
"You would think it
"Often students
would not affect them
much, because they have
go into a tailstarted independent lives,"
spin, and feel
she said.
She described the colhelpless... "
lege student's dilemma as
- Joyce Brothers
being with "one foot at
PSYCHOLOGIST
home and one foot in the
world."
Brothers suggested students take
advantage of counseling centers and
also talk with friends. Brothers noted
that more parents are preoccupied with
their younger children in the family
and don't think about the P.mot.ionR 1

•

l

Yordanos Mathewos, a sophomore majoring in biology, rows
during a crew fundraiser on a simulated rowing machine to raise
money for new boats and oars. <O.Hoog/FuruRE>

Announcements•••
Library Exhibition
"A Microcosm of the World," an
international exhibit representing the international interests of
the Off ice of International Studies will be on display through
Feb. 8 in the UCF library. Another display, "Islamic Culture
and Civilization" by Sherif El

Haddad, president of the Moslem Student Association, will be
displayed Monday through
March '8. "A Mosic on Jewish
Life in Orlando," by Me>she Pelli,
director ot Judiac Studies, will
be displayed through Feb 11.

Service Grants
All Florida college and 1.miver-

sity students interested in creating community service
projects on campus should submit an application for a state
service grant for up to $2,500
from Florida's Office for Campus Volunteers.
For an application write to
FOVC, 345 S. Magnolia Drive,

Suite d-12, Tallahassee, FL
32301-2950, or call (904) 9222922 for more information. All
applications should be sent to
FOVC and received no laterthan
March 26.

Business Programs
The Small Business Center in
the College of Business Admin-

istration is holding a seminar
addressing Business Plan Writing will be held from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. Thursday.
For more information call
823-2361.
Send •Announcements" at least
tan days prior to event to: Central
Florida Future; Box 2500G;
Orlando, FL 3281 a
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·AMaster's Degree
.Within Your Reach!

Student Legal Services

Preprofessional students can go directly from
undergraduate to graduate school, enroll full
time, and complete degree requirements in one
calendar year.

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

• Four terms; enter in October, January
• Classes meet weekdays, evenings, and
weekends.
• Earn a master's degree in 12 months!

Master's degrees in:
Business Administration
International Business Administration
Accountino
, - Pleasesend brochur,e and application form-:- -

l-

I NAME
I ADDRESS
CITY

I ZIP
1

I

STATE

P~DNE - - - - Return to: NOVA UNIVERSITY
SB&E
3301 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

I
I
I
I .

I

L~------------i--...l

+

NOVAuNIVERSITY

•

Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal' areas for qualified UCF students.

..

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room210 ·
Mo11day-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded through Activity & Service Fee by the Student Government Association

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
3301 College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314
Toll free (800) 541-6682, Ext. 7681

STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRESIDENTIAL &
VICE-PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

PETITIONS AVAILABLE

•

WHEN: January 25 - February 4 (9:00 am - 5:00 pm)
~
WHERE: Student Government (SC155D) ~ ·
f'-...-:C~
•
.;...~~
'6'
EXPENSE LIMIT: $976.86 per ticket
"
-------------------------------------------

DECLARATION OF CANDIDACY
WHEN: February 1-4 (9:00 am - 5:00 pm)
WHERE: Student Government (SC155D)
•
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Parents cope with daily stress of attending college and guilt of leaving children with day-care
Other students felt differently. Philip, a senior at
Most single parents still agreed the hardest part
UCF, said, "I can't take care of myself yet. I might ofthedaywasknowingtheirchildwasatday-careall
FROM PAGE 1
feel pushed, like the girl was trying to get me to day long. Most parents said that this bothered them
"It may be easier since they are in school," Matas marry her or something."
more than anything else.
Many single parents at UCF said it was very hard
"I remember once when my daughter was sick
said. "Occasionally they complain that I'm not home
to find dates.
with a high fever," Jim said. "If I didn't go to school
enough," Matas said.
Matas, like many other divorced parents, is using
Many others don't even look.
that day to take my test, my professor said he would
the alimony from her divorce to pay for school and
"I feel like my life has been put on hold, by my lower my grade one letter," Jim said.
All of the single parents said they have been
living expenses. Her settlement gave her five years choice though," Parsons said. "I'll have time for
myself when I get through school."
through similar circumstances.
to complete her education.
Many single parents don't have much emotional
Mostoftheparentssaid theirexperiencesatUCF
"It'shardtobeperfectateverything,"Matassaid "I try
to have perfect grades and be the perfect
support to help them through hard
have been positive.
UCF's day-care is a service that is
mom,butsometimesit'sjustnottbateasy." ~~~~~~~~times. Most said they get~~~~~~~~
Jim, 20, is a sophomore at UCF. His
very lonely.
"/ feel like mv
very helpful to single parents who are
daughter Ashton is 2 years old.
"Occasionally
Most-single parents agree
J
attending classes, they said.
"When people talk to me and don't
they complain school and parenting take up
life has been
The parents said they can't wait for
know that I have a little girl, I'm perthat I'm not
100 percent of the day.
put on hold. II the day when things will be a little less
"I'm taking out loans to
hectic.
ceived differently," Jim said. "For some
reason people gasp and act like I've just
home enough.'~ pay for my .education and
"I dream about the night when I can
• Mary Jo Matas me and my daughter's liv• Diana Parsons walk across a stage in my graduation
told them I have a creature from outer
space at home."
UCF SENIOR
ing expenses," Jim said. "I
UCF STUDENT gown and wave to my daughter," Jim
Singleparentsoftenfacestereotypes.
figure ifI barely have time
said beamingly. "She'll be four and I
Some students from UCF said they
to go now, I'll never get my
know she'll be so proud."
would not date a man or woman because they had education if I wait."
Matas said she is also looking forward to her
oneormorechildren,butotherssaiditdidn'tmatter.
Most of the parents said they spent most of their graduation ceremony.
"I think my children have a good understanding of
Kelly, a UCF student, said, "If I knew that a man free time catching up with homework.
had a baby, I would still date him. Children are
"I'm always doing something," Jim said. "It feels what college is. They have seen first hand my hard
wonderful. I could never tum my back on a person funny to have a: few minutes to sit down and watch work," Matas said. "My experience has mude: them
because he had a child."
the Tonight Show."
excited about college."

PARENTS
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Registrar projects enrollment to top that of last year
ENROLLMENT
FROM PAGE 1
summer was partly because the university had to
cut back on some courses, Lille said. UCF cut
classes in the B and C terms, but also, students
had heard that it was going to be a very poor
summer, even rumors that it might be cancelled.
As a result, he said, students made other plans.
"In the end we had some empty seats, which is
unusual for summer courses," Lille said.
"Enrollment from last summer was down by
8.8 percent," Lille said. "It jeopardized our funding because we're funded by the number of stu. dent credit hours. We started out with a deficit."
There was some danger that the university
might have had to send money back to Tallahassee, but UCF President John Hitt avoided that.
Lille said Hitt felt it was very important to
provide adequate classes
for the following spring. He
said
Hitt
wanted to ensure all students had opportunities to
take
the
courses they
wanted and
thattheuniver;f;·
sity wouldn't
have to give any
I .TT .TE
money back because it would
hurt the students.
As a resultofHitt's concern, he said, 200 sections
were added in the fall and about 180 in the spring.
Because spring enrollment met the requirement.s,
no money will be given back. As a result, UCF will
have $600,000 more for the summer.
Lille said UCF plans on providing a balanced
and richer summer schedule with the additional
money. "What we're hoping this summer is not
only to offer more classes, but particularly to offer
more classes in the B and C terms so students
have more opportunities," Lille said.
A schedule for summer classes will be available sometime in March, he said.
To provide additional summer courses, more
students had to be recruited for the spring. The
administration targeted students who had registered in the fall but hadn't registered yet for the
spring. They notified those students by sending
out postcards and also holding Decision Days at
community colleges. UCF receives a majority of
its transfers from Valencia. It is about the same

size as UCF in number, Bush said.
"I think we just need to staff the advisement
such that the school [UCF] does the job," Bush
said. "They will contiriue with Decision Days at
the community colleges."
Bush said UCF's ~dministration isn't sure
whether or not they will continue registering on
Decision Days at the ·community colleges like it ,.
did for the spring. Bush said students should still ·•
come to the orientation. Those who attended
Decision Days were also invited.
The &gistrar's office also wrote to December
graduates and other students who attended during
the fall.
"UCF has always encouraged the enrollment
of community college transfers," Bush said. "We
will be directing more of our recruitment efforts
toward the community colleges."
Bush said the university system is geared for .
transfer stuµents, although some programs hav~
limited access. He said
some programs re~ive
SO applicants,
'We need. .. a
when
maybe
schedule that is
only 40 openmore conducive
ings are available. Comto commuters"
municat.ions, ,
business and.
physical
• Stuan Liiie
therapy are
DEAN OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
among areas
of limited ac. cess.
The administration
plans in the ·coming year to enroll 1,000 more AA
transfer student.s from the previous year. He added
minority student.s are also recruited.
To evaluate the problems students have finding classes, the university will set up demand
analysis. A computer will keep track of attempts
made during telephone registration. UCF's colleges can then decide who teaches what and
when.
Bush said the majority of student.s at six of the
nine universities in Florida are commuters. "We
need to develop a schedule that is more conducive to
commuters." . He saidmanystudent.s work and may
live as far as 45 minutes away.
Lille said the university also wants to hire new
faculty during the summer to accommodate an
increase in summer school students.
"If we are funded for the budget that's being
proposed, the university will be able to hire new
faculty and expand offerings in the school and that's
one of our first priorities, to increase the size of the
faculty," Lilie said

STRUCTURING THE FINE ARTS·.

:,

~J

Tom Gouer with McCree Contruction, Inc. trims metal
stands. During construction in the Fine Aris Building,
students take classes in ~bles. (Del-looWFUTURE)

Elections committee restricts candidates
ELECTION
FROM PAGE 1
violating election statutes. He
also said candidates are to get
out and start campaigning.
Three areas the commission outlined are active campaigning,
the amount of signs and advertisements allowed and campaign expenses.
The election statutes describe
active campaigning as any display or distribution of tangible
publicity for a candidate/ticket
for an elective office of the student body. Candidates may not

speak to structured ~oups such
as classes or clubs and organizations before 6 p.m. Feb. 15.
Starting this election, candidates are allowed an unlimited
amount oflarge signs compared
to lastelection'sfive. Each ticket
is allowed 45 cents for each enrolled UCF student, makingthis
year's campaign expense limit
$976.86. Salaries are $10,000
for the student body president
and $8,575 vice president.
Elections are from 10 am. to 6
p.m. Feb 23-24 on the main campusandfrom 4 to9p.m. Feb22-24
on the area campuses.
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•
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Are we headed to
court with military
gay-ban repeal?
ill incoming-President Bill Clinton's first
official act become a battle ground for
constitutional interpretation?
The battle between Clinton and the military
on the retention of gays within military ranks
saw some new players - members of Congress
- join the fray last week. This showdown on
whether or not gays will be allowed to stay in the
armed forces (no one denies they're already
there) is fast on its way to becoming a moot po~t,
as well it should.
With the ruling Friday by a federal judge in
California that an admitted homosexual man
cannot be thrown out of the Navy simply because
he is gay, the whole issue of gays in the military
has fmally been placed in the proper forum: the
courtroom.
It is unfortunate that such a move is neces.. Hary, but the courts have always been the last
resort for those whose civil rights are violated.
Despite the attempts of some to inflame public opinion, what lies at the core of the debate is
whether men and women, American citizens,
can be denied the right to serve their country
based solely upon their sexual orientation.
What must be kept in mind is that these
American citizens are being ferreted out of the
military (at a cost to the taxpayers of millions of
dollars per year) when they have committed no
crime and usually have exemplary records of
service.
We find it amazing and sad that so many
people fail to see this as an appalling affront to
basic civil rights.
The argument most often put forward by opponents of these rights is that the military is a
special case, that the morale of non-gays in the
service will be undermined if gays are left alone,
thereby jeopardizing the security of the nation.
Such an argument does raise interesting possibilities, though not the ones· opponents may
have intended, for if the conduct of a relatively
small number of homosexual men and women
can threaten the efficiency of the multi-billiondollar military machine in this country, we are
indeed in serious trouble.
If we choose to follow this type of reasoning,
perhaps we should allow only homosexuals in
the service. Imagine the destructive capability
of tens of thousands of gays on some future foe if
so few are so feared right now.
There can be little doubt that this entire issue
will end up in the Supreme Court, and even with
the conservative appointments of presidents
Reagan and Bush, the court should treat this as a
constitutional issue and not a political one. If they
do, the outcome will be a forgone conclusion.
Changing a policy as far-reaching as gays in
the military is a serious undertaking, and we
support the compromise reached by the presiden·;;, the joint chiefs and congressional leaders
to study the situation further.
Although this means it will be July before a
final decision is made, for the safety of all involved great care must be exercised and that
takes time.
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If you must volnit, be polite
Brian CoStello
LE SOAPBOX

I

f all goes according to
plan, this anecdote will
put me on the lecture
circuit with 0 llie North and
the LAPD thugs, charging
$10,000 a night to Moose
Lodgers and Amway distributors. I guess that's for
you to decide, but I hope
that this tale makes you
stand up and cheer.
But first, a word ofwarning: While today's column is a puke sto:ry with some
practical advice not covered in "Life's Little Instruction
Manual," it is, when all is said and done, still a puke
sto:ry. So ifyou're eating or ifyou just have an aversion
to puke stories, READ SOMETHING ELSE!! Don't say
I didn't warn you and don't write any whiney-butt
letters to the editor: That said, let's begin, shall we?
The night before the Big Spit (thanks Hunter S.), my
cupboard was bare. My stomach was a-growlin' like a pit
bull in heat. Boy, was I starving! The onlythingthatgotme
through thatnightwastheknowledgethataround 7:30the
next morning, I was goingt.o partake in a hearty breakfast
feast at the cafeteria As I slept, visions of scrambled eggs
and Froot Loops danced in my head
It was a strange set ofcircumstances thatbroughtme to
the cafeteria that monring. I got to be on the Food Services
Commit.tee ofStudentGovemment (I'll explain that someday), and part of the deal was that I got to be a mystery
diner, with a meal card thathad fifty dollars worth ofcredit
at the on-campus restaurants. You eat the food and then
youscorethefoodon reviewsheets.Solhadtheopportunity
t.o eat like the ·proverbial king.
The plan was simple: sit down and EAT EVERYTHING. I put two tables t<gether and made a little buffet.
Everythingwaswithinarmsreach:scrambledeggs, waftles,
hash browns, coffee, milk,juice, donuts, a ham and cheese
omelet, abanana, Cheerios, Froot Loops and Bran Flakes.
Intheory,itwasgoingtobetwohoursofnon-stopdigestion,
but in practice, it just wasn't meant to be.
Thirty minutes into the feast, something went terri-
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bly wr~ng. My stomach was getting queasy. The body
was telling the brain, "Bail out! Bail out!" and the brain
was tellingthe body, "Not here! Please not here! There's
cute girls here who probably don't think highly of
vomiting guys. Please, good God Almighty! Please hold
it down until I leave!" I got the plates, bowls, and
glasses to the conveyor belt, grabbed my bookbag, and
escaped as my insides rumbled like Mt. St. Helens.
Fortunately, there was a men's room nearby. I was
able to get as far as the bathroom sink and then it
happened. Once, twice, three times I yakked my guts
into the sink. When I was done, the sink was threequarters full, with no signs of drainage t{J.king place.
The vomit looked like Stove Top Stuffing, having the.
exact same consistency and hue. I turned on the faucet
in the hopes of diluting it. No such luck, the breakfast
remnants were there to stay.
Physically, I felt better; mentally, I was full of guilt.
A custodian was going to go in the men's room to do a
routine clean up, and find this disgusting mess I made
in the sink.
I didn't know what to do. I tried to recall ifthere were
any "Dear Miss Manners, Got a problem. I threw up in
a men's room sink. What's the proper etiquette? B.C.,
Orlando" letters that I may have come across my vision
in the past. It was no use - it was a time to put the
thinking cap on. My conscience nagged me like an
eighty-year-old nun. I paced the bathroom tile for five
minutes before I settled on the prudent course ofaction.
I took out a piece of scrap paper, and left a little message
on the sink next to the vomit. The message said to
whomever had to clean up the regurgitation:
"Sorry about the vomit."
I walked out of the restroom, took out the mystery
diner review sheet for the breakfast cafeteria, and
decided that there should be an automatic two point
penalty for vomiting.
So if there's anything to be learned here, it's this: 1.
Know your limits. 2. If you can keep it down long
enough, by all means save everyone some trouble by
throwing up in a toilet instead of a sink. And the most
important lesson is this: Ifyou make a mess, clean it up.
Ifyou make a really disgusting mess in a public place,
let the hired professionals clean it up, and leave a note
of apology near the mess.
You11 be glad you did.
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Vote Bill for S.G. pres: he needs the money
I

would like to take this
opportunity to officially
:13
announce my inten~ , : tionsasacandidateforpresi,
dent ofUCFs student body
for the 1993-1994 academic
year.
Petitions for the post are
available at this moment
from the Student Government offices and will be until Feb. 4. Therefore, I would
also like to recommend that every student reading this
' do likewise and file his or her own petition for the office
before the deadline.
Why? I can give you 10,000 very good reasons for
) trying to get t.o this position -every one ofthem worth
a dollar each.
Does anyone need any more reasons than $10,000 a
year for trying for the job? I sure don't. Of course, like
any politician, I have t.o do three things:
:

start with the simple ones - like, I promise to run my
• List my qualifications.
administration as I run my life - cheaply- and then
• Outline my platform.
I can build up to the sublime ones-I will fight against
• Make campaign promises.
My qualifications to be president ofthe student body any tuition increase (or give myself a scholarship,
may well be debatable. I am editor of the student whichever is easiest) - before going to the ridiculous
newspaper, which, while journalists and politicians such as: I promise that every UCF student will have an
rarely get along, it also puts me in some sort of leader- equal voice under my administration, or next year's
ship position. That works in my favor. Anyone who's homecoming concert will feature Michael Jackson,
been paying attention to events on campus over the Bruce Springsteen and Public Enemy.
There. How are those for campaign promises?
past few months knows that we've taken a lot of heat
Of course, being the egalitarian politician I 'am (or
and I haven't had a breakdown yet: That's a good ·sign,
since politicians generally do catch hell quite a bit. And aspire to be), if I haven't promised what YOU want,
I have been president of a couple of clubs in both please fill in here:
community college and here on the university, but
Well, that about does it; my presidential platform
whetherthatis as political as most voting students care
and
campaign in full. Now I only need to get out there
for, I'm not sure. However, let's keep in mind that the
and
press
some flesh, kiss a few babies and what-not in
incumbent officeholder (two terms at that) is a pre-med
order
t.o
secure
myself in UCF political history.
major, so how much political training has he had?
on your vote· and... what's that?
I
hope
I
can
count
My platform is simple. I call it the "I need the bucks"
You
say
I
haven't
filled
out the proper paperwork or
campaign. I mean 10 grand a year is almost a whole
filed
the
right
forms
and
rm
disqualified?
new tax bracket for me. As a working student who
Well,
that
does
it.
Th.ere
is
far too much paperwork
barely breaks that now with my pay, financial aid and
involved
here.
I
further
promise
that, if elected, financial
loans all worked in, that sum is very enticing.
aid
will
operate
on
the
honor
system
from now on.
Thus, my decision t.o run for this office.
Thank
you
for
your
support.
As for campaign promises, that's an easy one. fll

Chris Besaw

l

Letters

RACIAL SLUR REACTION

make a conscious decision on her own. She
did not know if she should be offended or
not. With the advice of her friends, Ms.
Carswell then decided t.o contact the administration and withdraw from the class.
Dr. Guttmann has an incredible list of
credentials and is very highly regarded by
his peers and especially his students. IfMs:
Carswell is so offended, why is she tryingto
re-enter the same class in which she was so
offended? Ignorance such as Ms. Carswell's
and Mr. Byrd's is what causes problems.
Jennifer R. Sandler

lishes the results. Where is the dichotDmy
I would like to respond to the so-called
between t.eaching an~ research? To get an
idea clthe benefit ofuniversity research to
~ slur" that was made against Lynn
society, consider this: Thirty years ago,
Carswell. As a student member ofthe class
when I was a graduat.e student, computer
· andpresidentoftheJewishStudentUnion,
scienceasafieldofstudydidnotex:ist. Th.ere
I would like to comment on what really
was no such thing as a Department cl
occurred in class that day. Alan Byrd's
Computer Science anywhere in the world
article is a direct example of taking things
It's the university professors (along with
out of context. Prior to stating the derogatheir students and collegues in the industmy term ap.din response to Ms. Carswell's
try) who created the entire discipline by
,t question concerning the Old Testament,
first developing ideas, inventing devices,
Dr. Guttmann had already explained to
building prototypes and then publishing
Ms. Carswell and the class as a whole why
.
JSU President their findings in tens of thousands of pathe words Old Testament were offensive to
pers. They organized, reorganized, culled
theJewishfaith. Dr. Guttmann had clearly DEFENDING RESEARCH
Your Januaiy 21 edit.orial "Do students and disseminated the knowledge through
stated the Christian Church's New Testament is simply not areepted by the Jewish pay too high a price for all of that faculty thousands oftextbooks, all the while wearfaith when she posed her question What's research?' does a disseivice to UCF stu~ ing the twin hats of teaching and renot to understand? Upon Dr. Guttmann's dents and faculty by harping on some spu- search. To .cite even a more specific exstatement she replied that she felt that rious dichot.omy between teaching and re- ample, six years ago we started building
term simply clidnotapplytoher. Thatisnot search. Your arguments are specious. No graduate courses and a research laborawhat he was saying. He was simply trying good institution ofhigher learning will fos- tory in parallel computation at UCF. As
tD make a correlation between the two ter a separation of teaching and research a direct consequence, last year the Na, terms and why they are both derogatory. faculty. Researchers must teach and teach- tional Science Foundation awarded us
Dr. Guttmann could have called upon any ers must do research in orderto ensure that $560,000 to develop an undergraduate
ofthe other students in the class, but unfor- the student (i) receives the most current curriculum in parallel computing- the
knowledge in acourse,(ii) learns where and first ofits kind anywhere in the country.
tunately he called upon Ms. Carswell.
The first day ofclass Dr. Guttmann had howtofindefficientlyadditionalknowledge In this project, undergraduate teaching
made it clear that if we want to learn we on the subject, as it evolves 10 or 20 years and research are completely intertwined.
mustdosowithaclearandopenmind This later, (iii) be able to evaluate that knowl- You seem to be under the false imprescourse is not for people with deep convic- edge critically, (iv) be infected with a life- sion that a greatdeal ofresearch is being
ticns. He also made it clear that the mate- long enthusiasm for the subject, and (v) done at UCF. Actually, some of the bet;..
rial in this course can be difficult to under- perhaps make his own contribution t.o the ter universities in this country are doing
stand When entering any university, one field Consider, for example, computer sci- 100 times more research than UCF and
must enter with maturity andan open and ence, my area of study. Any professor who have a smaller student body. To serve
clear mind; obviously Ms. Carswell has teaches even a freshman course in com- the student and the 1-0cal high-tech inncneofthese. IfMs. Carswellissoeducated, puter science from his three-year-old lec- dustry better, what we need is not less
why is this so difficult t.o understand? A ture notes is short-changing the student.
but greater emphasis on research at
How do you ensure that the professor's UCF.
man's reputation is in danger, a man who
himself fled the prejudice and racism ci knowledge is current? By insist.ing that he
Narsingh Deo
Computer Science
Nazi Germany. Also, Ms. Carswell did not himself is _engaged in research and pul>

COMPUTER CHECKS FOR
BOOKSTORE?
Due to my ignorance ofSG (ignorance is
bliss, so they say) I have no idea with whom
I should discuss this idea of mine or even
where. Therefore, I am writing to the "Future" to present my idea and pray to God
that someone in SG reads it.
Many students on campus recieve financial aid. It may not be much but it
might be enough to buy some ofthe books
one needs for classes. But in order to get
that money, one must-fill out a Short
Term Loan Application, marking it as
"repayable by financial aid," wait three
days to a week hoping it was processed,
and shuffle through long lines at the
cashier's office to pick up a check.
My suggestion to SG is something that
many community and junior colleges do:
have a computer check sbmd at the book
store. The computer check stand would
automatically deduct the fundS from the
student's financial aid account (transferring them to the bookstore's account) and
allow that person to purchase the books
needed without having to go through all cl
the paperwork. The computer check stand
would also prevent the srL funds from
being depleted early on and allow for possibleemergenciestobehandledthroughout
the semester.
Granted, there is a $5 processing fee
associated with each STL which could
make thousands for the school, but it
might not be necessary to collect that
money ifthe administrators did not have
to receive payment for processing all of
the STL applications!
Ethan D. Frolich
Computer Sci.entt

-
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GREEK CORNER
PHI THETA KAPPA
There will be a meeting on Thursday,
February 4 at 6:00 in HPB 215.
Contact Bob Snow at 823-2231 or Todd
Petrie at 382-5933.
AK'P
Congratulations to all who received bids I
Looking forward to a great semester.
Happy Birthday Rob and David B.
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Thanks to everyone for helping with
recruiting. Marcia, welcome to Theta
Sigma! Happy B-day Bryan I Proud to
be a Deltasig I P. S. Scott Davey, we
hate you too . .Ill
SIGMA CHI
Derby Days are coming! Good luck to
the ladies of Ar, KA, Mt!., AMI, ITB<I>,
and ZTA. Get crazy with the Si9s
Jamaica style. Feb. 6th Sat. is Derby
Bash. with DC & :r.AE. Addis playing
live. 10-2 we'll see you there.
SCATGDMFTI
KAPPA SIGMA
Thanks to everybody who helped out
with Hurricane, it was great.
Congratulations to our new brothers.
Good luck pledges. AEKAB
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
w,1come .back brothers and congrats
to all the new am's ycu made the right
choice. Party @ the LXA estate Fri.
9:00. Rock the Arrow social Sat. Guys
get your dates, ranch dance is comin'I

I·

,
Attention All GrJ!eksll 1
Greek Week is coming. Info. meetings
are every Tuesday 4:30 SC214. Today's
meeting is Mandatory for all reps.
:

..

,
Pl SIGMA E~JLON
Hey Pi Sigs get psyched 4 the Spring
semester! New membet retreat is Feb.
6~ 1Oaml It'll be great be@ Oviedo Rec.
C~Meetings R e~ry_ til9fl._@ 5. New
member meetings.A:30. Welcome! ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Congratulations to all new brothers,
nows your chance to niake a difference.
Around the World rocked as usual, and
thankS to SAE, LXA, OG, DOD, ADP
for Sat. nites social. Brother retreat Sat.
and social Sat. nitel TBMT

Classified

SWAT
SWAT members just a reminder. Our
meetings are on Wednesday at 4:00pm
at the Health Resource Center: New
members are welcome.
UCF PR CLUB
1ST GENERAL MEETING
THURSDAY 214/93
4:30 IN PH 114
ELECTING ALL POSITIONS
ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME!

ACOA
Anyone interested in starting an ACOA
group, we are meeting Wednesdays at
7pm in SC 214. For more info. about
Adult Children of Alcoholics call the
Wellness Center 823-5841.

For rent 2 bedroom apt. $420 a month
walking distance to UCF. 363-5636.

New 486SX 25MHZ, 2M RAM, 85MB
IDEHD Minitower, 200W ps, 14" super
vga color monitor, enhanced keyboard
$960. Call 277-2883 leave message.

For rent 2 bedroom apt walking
distance to UCF. Call 363-5636.

AUTOS

28/28, duplex, washer-dryer, very close

'84 Volvo st wgn stick 70k orjg miles
one owner $4300 call 366-4516.

to UCF, available Feb. 1, approx. $440.
365-3425.

Hole Hjspanol
HASA has its meetings every Tuesday
at 5pm in the SOL For more info. call
Miguel 862-4121.

LAMBDA ALPHA EPSILON
Welcome all new members. Thanks to
all members who helped out at the
Student Activities Fair on Wed. Jan. 20.
Our next meeting will be Thurs. Feb. 18
SC rm214 at 4:00. If you could not make
it to the picnic on Sat. Jan. 30 we had a
great time!! See you at the next .meeting.

1/2 duplex 2 beds/2baths, clean near . .
UCF Bonneville Dr. Call 382-8403.
Female n/s wanted to share 2b/2b, w/d
w/garage. Near UCFNCC $265 + 112
utiliities call 275-0159.
For rent at Alafaya Woods Ct. 2 bed, 2
bath, washer and dryer. Call 695-0548.
For rent 2bd 2 1/2 ba townhouse off
Alafaya Tr. $460 per month + early
payment discount 851-6195.

~~~~~~~~

AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
SC 211.

FOR SALE

ROOMMATES

Free kittens, 6mo. old unique coloringcall Rick/Robin 366-6870.

M/F NS to share 3br/2ba 1mi. from UCF
$190 per month + 1/3 utilities call
275-0845.

Cards for sale. All kinds. Singles and
wax boxes. Good selection and great
prices! 823-4227.

M/F wanted to share 4br/2ba house.
2m from UCF. 225+1/3 util. 2n-7162.

212 condo, 1050 sq. ft., plus screened
balcony. The Colonies, 5.5 mi. UCF.
$29,500. 645-5706.

Female nonsmoker to share 212 condo
1 mi. to UCF $250 + 1/2 util. 366-3704.
Female Christian roomate for house
near campus. $225 & 1/3 utilities. Call
365-2940. Available 211/93.
Roommate needed ASAP own room &
bath $245 mo. & 1/2 utilities call
Tammy at 366-2693 leave message.
(near UCF)
Roomate needed to share two bedroom
house. 275 + utilities.. Winter Park fully
furnislle9, -678-8616.

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

*Sherwood Forest*

CLUB INFO

phone, laundry facility, student desk,
laser bus close by. Please call
273-1500.
-
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3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
*STUDENT APARTMENTS*
For rent, Colonial Dr./Alafaya Trail. $85
per week per person, double
occupancy, with biweekly contract, free
furnished, linens, tv, maid service, rent
b weekl • microwave/refr , cable tv,

IBM PS/2 50 (286), 1MB mem, 1.44MB
FD, 20MB HD, IBM color monitor 14",
IBM 101 keybd (like new) $575
677-6840.

HELP WANTED

Greeks & Clube $1000 an houri
Each member of your frat, sorority,
team, club, etc. pitches in just one
hour and your group can raise $1000
in just a few days! Plus a chance to
earn $1000 for yourself! No cost. No
obligation. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.

Waitresses needed-no exp required.
Stop by or call for interview Lun-Hwa
Chineses Restaraunt, 1202 N.
Semoran, phone 275-0n6.
M or F local live music nightclub
looking for promotions reps no exp.
necessary. Must be 21 or older call
Tammy at 898-2328 or 1-349-9714.
Mail postcards and get paid, easy,
proven program, for ~p. send $1 cash
&SASE, no other fees: Wealthy Ways
P.O. Box 182213 Casselberry, FL
32718

SERVICES

Kittens friendly and lovable free to a
good home. Litter trained call 382-4226
Queen size h2o bed w/heater &
mattress $140 obo call 380-1697.
Bed for sale "kingsize" (Stern&Foster)
excellent condition $120 must sell call
Johnny or Murad 658-1754
Assumeable 2bed 2bath half-duplex 3k
down 50k assume-no qualify. Near
UCF. All appliances-screen porch. PITI
$581. Call 281-6545.
Cute fun free kittens! Litter trained call
657-0619.

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc.366-053f...
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

Why rent when you ,can own for less?
Hunters Reserve condo for sale teal
green carpet, vaulted ceiling washer/ ·
dryer, micr<>Wave 2bdr/2ba 2 minutes
from UCF 2nd floor, pool, hot tub,
$$$POWERFUL$$$
tennis $56,900.call 366-8511.
Strategies for making moneylll
Please calll free I (407) 426-5639
MT. Bike, qi~nt ATX760, great. , to -hear a 3 min. recorded message!
condition. $27~ call Cha] 380-5463.~
~
Ladies Schwinn 1O speed bike good
condition. Red. $85 896-5520.

Housekeeper all types Shery 275-1918

·- ' Greeks and Clubs
Need a photographer to capture the
moment? Call Joseph Ortiz at
678-1218 for rates a·nd availability.
This year don't spend April 14 doing
your tax return . Have it done today in
under 5 minutes and over the
telephone for the introductory offer of
$4 (1040EZ only). Price includes 2
laser printed copies of your return and
a pre-addressed stamped envelope.
Satisfaction is guaranteed. Call Perry
at 277-2883.
Band available: Rock band for your
party. 60's-90's classic rock. Call
656-9557 or 295-0748 evenings.

K90 INC Typing/ $1.501678-6735

'

Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556

Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.,
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
B&E srvc WP, papers, resumes,t
theses. Professional (407) 277-6430.
The Word Processor
Papers, resumes, theses.
Professional. Accurate. From $1.50
Casselberry area. Nancy 339· 1093.
Professional typing right next door, fast
and accurate call 359-9203.

TUTORS
Math tutor! I have a BS in engineeri~
and I can help you with those hated
math probs up to calculus! Call
Michelle 380-5998.
Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

Experienced tutoring available for
Physics, math up to Diff. Eqn.,
Engineering Statics. Call or leave msg'
678-2761.

PERSONALS
L Weber call Bill Pippin at 679-6123. It
could mean dinner.
t.
On February 23 and 24 UCF students
will choose their President. Take fi~
and vote. Just bring student ID.

c

·· ·
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makf, someone happy, surprised; or gfaa. sijjtf-JJOUr va[entin.e anonymous(y. P[ease pn'.nt
'Ifie aeaafine is soon., 1.lCJ" faaies & gent.s dear(y. Oneietter or punctuation marl(per
o/a[entine rates eacli Cine far 50¢!
space, feaving one space 6et1ueen each 1uor£.
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Name and address:
Receipt#:
Phone#:
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Only $1 per line for non-UCF students. Deadline February 1, 1Y93 !
Drop this form off at The Central Florida Future business office.

ARE YOU READY FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY? .

The Centntl Florida Future,, through the cooperation of the
UCF Wellness center,, Is offer1ng 1ts customers a free condom.
Simply drop by our business office and take out n YnlenUne"s Dny (
class1f1ed at our spec181 rates and p1ck up your free condoml
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PHILLIPS
FROM PAGE 12
Whilegrowingup in Oakland Calif., Phillips played
every sport from tennis to hockey.
"We didn't play in parks though, we played on the
streets," Phillips said. "We even played tennis in the
streets without nets."
Phillips idolized his older brothers and grew up in
their footsteps playing basketball. ·
"My mom and my oldest brother Gary are myidols,"he
said "My mom always stressed education, and she made
sure I did my best, but she also was able to give me pointers
on how to play baskethall. She would tell me not to cuss out
there or talk badly to the other players."
As for the future, Phillips would like to put his degree to
use on the management staff of a hotel
"I would like to be given a chance to continue
playing but I have never depended on it. An education is the only thing that is definite."

•

B-BALL
FROM PAGE 12
Southen(127)
KingO·l ().() O,JonesS.15 ().() 23, HammondO.l ().()O,MimmsS-8 ().() 9, McCoy2-7().()4,
Thamea7-107-824,Roberts~l30·115, White 6-138-921, WilliamsS-61-2 7,Conner 0.
4 ().() -0, Scales 7-13 2-5 16, Wedlow 3-7 2-4 8

Slnua Phillips' drive and determination
• make him a leader on the court. (O.Hoog/FuruRE>

UCF(91)
WalkerS-10 l-317,DaviB6-145-619,Maton0-l().()0,Pln1lips6-l23-417, Harding2-9
().() 5,Carter2-4().() 6,Foster2-31-45,Harper2-2 l-l 5,_Saxton6-142-214. VanDeueen
1-11-2 3,

·

Halftime • Southern 57 UCF 31, 3-point goals Southern 15-34 CJone115-8, Thame1 3-5,
Mimms 3-7, Roberts3-8, White 1-6) UCF7-16 (Carter 2-3, Davia 2-5, Phillipe 2-5, Saxton

0.1) Fouled out- none. Rebounds- Southern 61.(White 14) UCF 43(Saxton14). Technic:al
fouls. Dean. TotHl Foul• Southern 18 UCF 17.

Wrestling ·sign-up dt;adlirie is Friday.

9

Ten Trivial 1idbi~,
odds and ends
witnessed at the last
Orlando Magic home
game.
10) Dannon Magic Girl Cheerleaders in synch
for the first time this season.
· 9) Fan's question to a hot dog vendor: "Pardon
me, do you have any Grey Poupon?"
8) Third quarter arena scoreboard trivia question: "What the hell are Magic nuts?"
7) Stuff, the official Magic mascot, seen holding
a poster reading: "All right already, enough of
the Fat Guy!"
6) Guard Steve Kerr to TV camera: "Look ma, no
minutes."
5) Concession stand novelty of the game: Earplugs that come in team colors. Great during
wretched national anthem renditions.
4) Fan to Tom Tolbert: "Hey, Jeff Turner, can I
have your autograph?"
3) Preferred seating for Cablevision management, about half a block from the Arena.
2) Empty seats. But wait, the Magic say they
sell out every game.
1) Coach of the year petitions for Matt Guokas
already being circulated!

A-1598

•
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c 1992 The Olive Gorden Restaurants.

L!J

HERE'S ACOURSE
THAT ~ COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS.

Religion of the Light and Sound of God

199: RE.:10NAL sn.1:NAR
",A. L0v~ For .ii,!! t ife"
February 6-7th. HOUDAY INN
~905

·Arbour Village...Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.
The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.
• 2 laundry facilities
• 2 swimming pools
• Professional management
•Exercise Room

.Oversized walk-in closets

.small pets accepted
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

'-{OUVE: WAiTW FOQ

-PAQKif\JG
'-f OUVE: WAiTW POQ
CLASS£S

~

:
. ·:~;}~:~)~
.

530 .·5 i oS

· Arbour Village Apartn1ents·.

WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM
.· ,.

iniu.

J)
:./

$5.25
·

Kirkmar. Rd ., Orlando

h t:t: r-· ubhc E v.ents, fur

ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS

·' .)t.-i-

ECKANKAR

S>~

'10U'V£ WAiTW FOQ

HOf\J6Y

Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff
member; just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad
and warm garlic breadsticks.
~..
·
-,r-c,~r ~ _ f_
,
It's all just $5.25. And you
don't have to be a math
•
~
maj;x ta figure out that
thats a gr~at deal.
ITALIAN
HESTAlJHANT
-

.

o~

· WHERE ALLTHE BEST Oi: I1A1Y

Is YoL1Rs.~

Available only at:
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084.

WilY AQE: YOU
WAiTif\JG TO LOSE:

W£iGilT ??
Well, wait no longer ! !
Two new weight loss programs
_ at the Wellness Center
beginning February 3rd at noon
and 4th at 3 pm.
Call 823-5841

"WH\.f

W{;f~HT?"
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Position available
Business Manager
multipurpose rm
Education bld .
multipurpose rm
Education bl
Arenarm 150
Arena rm 150
1-

Arena rm 150

low impact
step aerobics
combo
super jock
hi h ene
step aerob1cs

low impact

low impact

low impact

low impact

high/low
act combo
high
impact
low impact

step
aerobics
dance
aerobics
step aerobics

step aerobics

high/low
im actcombo
high impact
low impact
step aerobics

high
dance
aerobics
high
impact
step aerobics

The Central Florida Future, the student newspaper of the University
of Central Florida, Is currently accepting appllcatlons and resumesforthe
position of business
manager.

~·
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~
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lJCF Recreational Services Spring Sports Schedule
,..!

Ev.~nt

·. ..

.

Schick Super Hoops BB
Wrestling
Badmit.on
Tennis Doubles
Track & Field Meet
Softball
Floor Hockey
Racquetball Singles "A"
Racquetball Singles "B"

~ Sign-up Deadline

Playing Dates

Friday
Feb.9 .
Feb. 12
Feb. 19
Feb.22
Feb.23
Feb.24
Mar. 19
Mar.26

Saturday
Feb.9
Feb. 13
Feb.20
Feb.23
Mar. 1-Apr. 27
Mar. 1-Apr. 27
Mar. 20
Mar. 27
'

Call 823-2408 for more informations.
"We are executing patience
and we have better shot selecFROM PAGE 12
tion," Duncan said. "We have
UCF head coach Jerry mental lapses that set up easy
Richardson said the women had baskets for them."
Duncan added that sometimes
some tough breaks late in the
game that took them out oftheir the team's decision-making is off,
which forces a lot ofbad passes.
flow.
Now the Lady Knights have
"They played really well,"
Richardson said. "We got into faced all six conference teams and
trouble and lost maybe one of Richardson said he is confident
our best players with over six thatonanygivennightthewomen
can beat any one of them.
minutes left in the game."
The Lady Knights are curDespite the loss, which
drops the team to 3-15, 2-4 in rently tied for sixth place in
the TAAC, Richardson saw the TAAC. Briscoe, averaging
11.7 ppg, is ranked 11th in
definite improvements.
'They played as a team and scoring and Frazier, averagthey executed well," Richardson ing 10.8 ppg, is ranked 13th.
Briscoe is also leading all the
said
Tsinnie agreed the team is players in the conference with a
starting to play with more inten- .836 free-throw per":entage.
The women have three playsity and is learning to move the
ers
in the rebounding top 10:
ball
"Our weakness is we relax on Frazier, averaging 6.9, is
defense; Tsinnie said "We have ranked seventh; Debby Batz,
averaging 6.4, is ranked ninth;
to keep up with the intensity."
Duncan said the women are and Johnson, averaging 6.2, is
ranked 10th.
getting better, win or lose.

LADY KNIGHTS

This position requires a
person who can supervise people as well as ~
oversee the flnanclal
transactions
and
records of the newspa- tper. Candidates should
flll out an appllcatlon at
our business office •
(823-2601) and submit a
resume and any letters
of recommendation ~
poss Ible.
This position will befllled
by February 1993 and the
chosen candidate's tenure wlll be effective untll
the end of the spring semester of 1994.

.~

Gibson is ranked fifth in 3- ]lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiMiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilW&iaiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiil_m_iimlllmiil
point field goals and second in
assists, averaging 4.2.
The women will host Florida
Atlantic University tomorrow
replace humans ...
nightat5:15 inadoubleheader
with the men's team before
... your plasma will
traveling to Southeastern
always be needed.
Louisiana. The women defeated the Lady Lions last
month at home for UCF's first
conference win.
UCF(8')

BriBCOe 5-16 0-2 15, Gibson 5-9 2-4 13, Frazier 4-8 00 12, Johnson 4-8 0.0 9,Batz 4-6 0.0 9, Tsinnie U 04 5, Duncan 0-4 0.0 1 Totals 24-62 2-10 64
College at Cbadeliton (5'7)
CurrinS.140.015,Seelfi..133-615,Allen4-120..010,
Dub 0-3 0.0 6, Grunall;y 1-6 0-2 4, Eason 1-6 0.0 4,
Hogue 1-60.04,Lockhart0-10..01 Total118-60 S-8
57

• Patients in shock
• Bleeding Disorders
• Provide intravenous fluids
for bums, surgery, or
treatments of illness

• Protect against infectioD:
• Accident victims
• Provide clotting factors
for hemophiliacs
• New research on life
threatening diseases
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

~UCFSO,CofC26.3pointgoal•UCF2-10

(Gib90n 2-4, Briscoe 0-2, Tllinnie 0-4) C ofC S-8 (Seel
3-6,GJ'UDIJk;y0-2). Reboundii-UCF40(J9hnson10),C
ofC (Seel 9). Aulltl-UCF17 (Giblon 7) C ofC 8

4:i

(See13).
Geoqpa St.&e (88)

Kegler 8-19 0..0 20,Myera4-6 0.0 6, Henneesy S-80·
0 11, Patton S-4 1-210, Mattox 3-7 0.0 7, Thompson
1-2 0.0 2 Tot.ala 22-liO 1-S 68
UCF(80)

BriBCOe 6-16 0-112, Gibeon 4-121-611, Tsinnie 4-8 35 ll, Duncan 4-130.0 10,Frazier 4-70.08, Batz3-5
().() 6, J obnson 1-4 ().() 2 Totale 26-66 4-12 m
~UCF 30 GS 29. 3 point goall- UCF 4-12
(Tsinnie 8-6, Git.in 1-6, BriBCOe IJ-D GS 1-3 CPatlon

1·2,Court0-D. Rebound.-UCF'28(Johmon8)GS37
(Kegier 10, Mattox 10). Aulata-UCF 13 CGW.On 10)
GS 11 (Mye!"l 6).

\
.

BRING THIS AD AND RECEiVE $10 BONUS '/'
--._
f'OR .YOUR FIRST DONATION
,'- ·
I
Call for information and/ or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, Fl. 32805
(407) 841-2151

•
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Trace Trylko

•

MAGIC MANEUVERS

.

TheOrlandoMagicstillhaven't
learned how to put away teams
and grab close victories.
Take, for example, Friday
night's 116-105 overtime loss to
the Boston Celtics. The Magic let
the game slip away and missed
several opportunities to send the
Celtics out of Orlando on an unhappy note.
In the third quarter the Magic
ledKevinMcHale,RobertParrish
and the rest of Beantown's
hardcourtheroesbyasmanyas 13
points. With four- and-ahalfminutestogoin the quarter, the Magic
still had a commanding 11-point
lead.
Instead ofkicking in and kickingoutthe Celts, the Magic pulled
theirfamiliarthirdquarterswoon
Boston rhopped the Magic lead to
one point and ended the quarter
down 78-75.
The Magic regrouped and
climbedbacktoaseven-pointlead
with under two minutes to play in
regulation. Then Boston crept
within a hicket with less than a
minut.e in regulation and forced
overtime.
'11ie sluggish Magic could not
keeppaceandtheCelticsoutBOOred
Orlando 17-6 in the extra session
'Ibelosscameontheheelsofa127113 loss at Cleveland Thursday
and marked the first time the
Magic dropped games in surees-

•
•

•

•

..
•

•
Q

•

sive nights.
"We let one get away from us.
At97-90wejustmade about three
or four consecutive bad plays. In
the overtime we just had nothing
there," saidMagicheadooachMatt
Guokas.
Critics are quick to point out
the Magic lose because ofa lack of
experience in tight games. However, Magic guard Scott Skiles
feels it's time to bury this excuse.
"We've been involved in close
games.Atsomepointtheexcuseof
other teams having more experience has to wear off. This is the
fourth year of the team, so I don't
thinkthathasanythingtodo with
it."
Saturday's loss dropped the
Magic to 12-10 at home. Next up
.for·Orlando is a five-game road
swingthat will take them on their
longest road trip of the season
The Magic have won only sixof15
games away from the Orlando

-.

Arena

Tonight the M.agicplaythe U>s
Angeles Lakers, a day after openingthisroadjauntwith theSacramenro Kings. Guokas knows the
Magic must work on fundamentalsinordertohave succer.s on the
West coast.
"Wecan'tgetdownonourselves.
We'vegottodothelittlethingslike
rebounding the basketball and
knowingwhatwe'retiyingtodoat
both ends of the floor," Guokas

Nick Anderson's offensive woes have bogged down the Orlando Magic recently. Orlando currently is on a five-game Western road trip. <D.HoowFuruRe)
posing travel schedule.
"It's part of the NBA," Skiles

Clyde Drexler and the Portland respectively.Saturday'sgamewill
Trail Blazers. Thiswillbethefirst be televisied nationally on NBC.
added. "'Ne've got to regrnup a..11d meeting between these two teams
Facing the West's big stars
getreadytogooutWestandtryt.o this season. Fridays game with doesn't seem to bother center
win out there. The season is not · Portland will be televised on the ShaquilleO'Neal. 'Thequesticnis
over until you play 82."
Sunshine Network.
notwhatamlgoingto do to mat.ch
TheMagicwilltaketheirlS-19
Orlandowillroundoutthisroad upwiththem,thequestioniswhat
said
record on the road for 11 days. portion ofthe schedule with bark- are they going to do to match up
Magic players are not intimi- Following the back-to-back series to-back games in Phoenix and with me. That is the question of
dated by the impending and im- . in Ca1ifomia, the Magic take on- Utah on Saturday and Sundav. the '90s!"
·

•
A SMOKING CESSATION CLINIC

•

Brir)I ycu bike to tbe

SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS
TO BE.HELD AT:

ON THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

1

®

e

®

?....

•

3

e

®

e

®

•

~l

...
\)

•

e
e
®

THE NEW YOU

e Lifo5tyle changes
® Exercise and Weight Cantrol
e Social situations
® Introduction Maintenance

STAYING OFF

0

e More relaxation and exercise
®

e

7

e Lifestyle shifts
e Evaluation of program
®

Graduation and celebration

.
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·{ ..

·<:"..;..!.:,

Sales • Service • Rental~ r~f--~.
·-.·.··.·-·..·.· ·.· n··.. : ·~ ~
9100 E. Colonial Dr.
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Iii
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Full Color Copies
At Kinko' s, our Canon Color Laser Copier reproduces your
true colors with remarkable precision. So when we make a
full color copy, you get the same colors found in your
original.

2-26-93

t Copy original color photos or designs

t Enlarge or reduce 50% - 400% from any
original

3-3-93

t Add color to your illustrations or graphs
'

3-17-93

3-24-93

.

t Create custom color calendars, cards,
real estate listings and much more!

r------------------,
FREE full color copy

.
kinko•s· 1
.
J

1
~
I Bring this coupon into the .Kink:o's listed and receive one FREE full color laser I·~
I copy on 81/2" x 11" 20 lb. white bond. One coupon per customer. Not valid with
I otheroffers. Good through March 31, 1993.
1 Open 24 hours
•
.
1
658-9518

UCF WELLNESS CENTER
823-5841

r

2-17-93

Coping strategies
New self-image

LET'S CELEBRATE

~-:,,~--

•

of

~

•

2-10-93

2-24-93

Withdrawal symptoms and ben~ts of quitting
48-hou r report
Relaxation skills
Learn to assert yourself

=-::3"

275 - 3976

.

Reconfirming decision to quit
Panel of ex-smokers
Help and support; contracts and rewards

Wl~NING STRATEGIES

•

ffff~~

"Why Do You Smoke" Test
Begin small groups and buddies
Triggers and alternative coping strategies--your plan of action

QUIT NIGHT
®

2-3-93

Understand your ·habit: recording cigarettes
Health effects of smoking
Building motivation to quit

WANTING TO QUIT
®

1111~11lQbBe repai' service Every WeG)esday. 9 - 2111>• aaoss fron) tbe Wid Pim-UCF aropus

The Health Resource Center, l-2PM

ORIENTATION .

The sky's the llmlt.
The Central Florida Future has opportunities for advertising representatives.
Payment is made on a generous commission basis and the only requirements
are a positive and motivated personality. Prior experience in sales is helpful, but
not required. Accounts oaN available. Call Tisha at 823-2602.
The sooner ou sta the sooner u earn.

I 12215 University Blvd.
I A(Across from UCF)

the copy renter

I

l!.,,...~,~_..~.,,.,,.,~~1
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Southern outscores
R~ Knights 127-91
by Alan Byrd
STAFF REPORTER

TheRunningKnightsextended
their losing streak to four games
as Southern University defeated
UCF 127-91 in Baton Rouge, La.
Thursday night.
. The Running Knights started
off the game strong, breaking
out to an early five-po~t lead.
Then, Southern

Leonard White, who scored 21
points. Southern had five players score in double dlgits.
While UCF shot .500 from the
field, the scoring opportunities
were not there. Southern out reboundedtheRunningKnights6143, including 27 offensive rebounds. White made the strongestplaysforSouthemandtallied
11 rebounds.
. Darryl Davis led UCF in scor-

~~~,,~, ,
thefirsthalf. UCFwent ··.
to the locker rooms at
halftime with a 57-31 deficit and never recovered.
The first-half run was
sparked by Jaguar reserve
Terry Thames, who had a
game-high 24 points and

Sinua Phillips finds a way around opponents making
him one of the assist leaders in the TAAC. <DeHoog1FuruRE)

in~~

W a 1k er
and
Sinua
Phillips followed
suit with 17 points
each. Victor Saxton
post.edanotherimpressive
gameoffthebench.Hescored
14pointsandgralDed14rebounds.

The 127 point offensive performance by the Jaguars was the
most points sooredon a UCFteam
coached by Joe Dean. The school
record for points given up is 133,
tallied by Florida State University in the 1988-89 season.
The two biggest problems for
the Knights were a lack ofdefense
and a turnover-plagued offense.
The Knights lost the ball 28 times,
14 in the first half. The Jaguars
caused 14 turnovers with steals.
The loss ruined the Louisiana homecoming for Dean, who
grew up in the Baton Rouge
area and whose father is athletic director at LSU.
The loss dropped UCF's
record to 7-11. Meanwhile,
Southern improved to 10-6.
The teams will meet again Feb.
24 in the UCF Arena.

~

-<

B-BALL continued page 9

Lady Knights making strides, split TAAC games
by Jenni Malone
STAFF REPORTER

The women's basketball team broke a
four- game losing streak with a 64-57 victory over College of Charleston Thursday,
but dropped a 68-60 decision to Georgia
State Saturday night.
In the Trans America
Athletic Conference
match-up with Charleston, the women took an
early lead in the second
half and never looked
back. The Lady Knights held
the Lady Cougars, ranked secondin scoring in the TAAC, to only
57 points, the least by an opponent

this season.
The Lady Knights were led byfreshman
Missy Briscoe with 15 points and five rebounds, freshman 1.-0nnett.e Frazier with
12 points and three rebounds, junior Tara
Gibson with 13 points and one rebound and

sophomore La.Tonya Johnson with nine ·
points and 10 rebounds.
Freshman Darlys Tsinnie said the
women are playing with more intensity,
but tl1ey have to learn to keep p~yingtheir
own game.
"Once we got the
..
·
:
·
:
;
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
.
:
.
.
lead,
e'"erythingf4ell
into
.·:·:·:: :·:·::: : :·:·:::·:· ··
'Y'

••rori;;;s~
::;t*:W.':····

~

(

hosted Georgia utate Um-

versity. Thewomenhungtough
' · formostofthegamebutfellinthe
end, 68-60. Gibson led the offense
with 11 points, two rebounds, 10 assists and five steals.
.
Briscoe followed with 12 points and four
rebounds, while Tsinnie added 11 points
and a rebound and Tricia Duncan sank 10
points and stole four balls.

o

LADY KNIGHTS continued page 1

jerry Richardson's coaching experience is helping lead to positive
changes in the Lady Knights' basketball program co.HoogJFuruRE)

Sinua Phillips: Just an average Joe
Phillips, ajunior, came to UCFfrom Coral Springs
Higb
school outside of Fort Lauderdale. He was a twoSTAFF REPORTER
time All-Broward County selection, and team MVP
Sinua Phillips is a point guard with a split person· twice. He averaged 26 points a game his senior year.
He chose UCFoverMiami, Temple,FloridaAtlanality. He is often wild and out of control on the
basketball court, while calm and passive off of it.
tic and Montana State.
When asked how he feels about being a crowd
"I liked the style I was introduced to, and I liked
favorite he responds, "I love it to death. It is one of the this school for the academic side," he said.
main things that keeps me going. I am
Phillips, a Hospitality Management
major, began the 1992-93 season just 45
a modest person but I love it when
people come up to me and tell me I
"Off the court, / assists shy of the all-time UCF lead for
assists and recently surpassed the old record
played a great game and they ask me for
my autograph."
am just an aver- set by Mike Clark (1969-73), who had 361.
"Off the court, I am just an average
age
Phillips, who stands 5' 8" tall, finds
his motivation in winning a championperson, just a normal average Joe," he
added.
ship. He feels his biggest advantages are
"He. works extremely hard on the
• Slnua Phllllps his speed and agility.
court, and every time he steps on the
UCF POINT GUARD
"I always felt that height has nothcourthe makes a statement,"teammate • • • • • • • - ing to do with basketball, it's how much
Darryl Davis said.
heart you have," he said.
Phillips is an explosive player, a keen decision
Phillips' biggest difficulty is balancing his busy
maker, and scores when called upon. Last season he schedule.
started all 28 games and averageq 11.5 points per
"I don't have that much time to study so I try to
contest and dished out 183 assists. So far this season, study, as much as I can on the road," he said "You really
Phillips has averaged 4.4 assists per game, giving have to earn a scholarship both on and off the court."
him the second spot in the Trans America Athletic
PHILLIPS continued page 9
Conference.
by Jason Lesko

person. "

.
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Golden Panthers ready to
stalk Running Knights at
UCF Arena tomorrow night
by Alan Byrd
STAFF REPORTER

The Florida International University Golden Panthers
into town on Wednesday to t.ake on the
Running Knights at the UCF Arena
The Golden Panthers are currently leading the
Trans America Athletic Conferenre with a 5-1 reoord
anda 12-6 mark overall. They are a veteran team with
four starters returning from last year's squad
FIUisledby6'7" seniorforwardDwightStewart. He
leads the Golden Panthers witha 16.2 scoringaverage.
This is the first meeting of the year for these teams.
They play again on Feb. 27 in Miami Last year, UCF
defeated FIU 101-85.
Tip off starts at 7:30 p.m. at the UCF Arena.

roar

Ci)

R.E.M.'s
Automatic
>

>

1)

lnspir~tion

''Automatic for the people is the motto and serVice mark of Weaver D's
Delicious Fine Foods in Clarke County, Goorgia. A gracious thanks to
Weaver D and his great establishment-- 'Automatic."'- R.~.M.
ATHENS. Ga.-Weathering fame and fortune. sign hangs out front. The original stays inside.
"That is the original sign," Weaver said. "That's
theft, numerous television, radio and newspaper
interviews and lost sleep. Dexter Weaver says what leads the people here and that's what the
album's based on."
he's still "Automatic."
Weaver now spends his time not only managAs the owner of Weaver D's Delicious Fine
Foods, home of the now nationally known slogan ing his restaurant, but also tending to merchan"Automatic For the People," Weaver may be dising orders. catering services and numerous
interviews. Besides an article in the December
Athens, Georgia's most famous businessman.
He's almost certainly the busiest. Since his issue of Spin magazine. Weaver D's has been
slogan has appeared in music stores around the featured by People magazine, CNN and MTV, as
world as the title of R.E.M.'s latest album, well as nationwide radio interviews.
His next publicity stop may be a stint on "Late
Weaver's business in Athens has boomed.
Since the album was released Oct. 6, tourists Night With David Letterman."
"I'm getting things in preparation for David
.and college students from across the country
have crammed into Weaver D's small, unassum- Letterman's show," he said. "A lady from NBC
ing 1016 E. Broad St. location. competing with came into town from Madison, Georgia when
the locals for the all-too-scarce parking and table they were shooting 'I'll Fly Away' three weeks
ago. She in turn got in touch with David
space.
"The locals feel as though they may not be able Letterman."
However, Weaver said his favorite piece of
to get in until the holiday season," Weaver said.
For Weaver this means more money. but there's publicity came from Vice President Al Gore.
"I was really glad that Al Gore said he and Bill
also more work to do.
Clinton
were 'Automaticforthe People'," Weaver
"We about have to double our food amount. do
more cleaning, more ordering. more radio inter- said. "It was one of my hopes that the presidential
views and more mail orders," Weaver said. "And hopefuls would pick up the slogan. My hopes now
tourists want to take a lot of pictures with me, so are to work on it for the 1996 Olympics."
Now that Weaver D's is one of Athens' hottest
I have to be camera ready!"
Even the Oct. 30 theft of Weaver's sign, which attractions, Weaver has had to consider making
h~ngs above the front of his otherwise obscure some changes, some of which don't sit well with
locale, was not enough to keep tourists from his mainstay customers.
Weaver said his musings to move the restaufinding the little restaurant that's making rock 'n'
rant
to a new location were quickly put to rest by
roll history.
"Some tourists came here on Halloween and customers' fears that the store would lose uniquesaid they had a hard time finding the restaurant." ness.
"I also took chitlins off the menu because I
Weaver said. "They asked, 'Where's your sign?'
and I said it's on top of the building and pointed to couldn't find the time to clean them," he said.
But after customer protests, they' re back on it
the top and saw that it was gone."
The sign was returned Nov. 4, left at the back now.
• courtesyI college press service
of the building with a note and $10. Now a new
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'Milk,' 'Coke,' 'beer...beer...beer,' 'good answer, Frank'
"UCF. Come on down!
You're the next contestant on
the 'Price Is Right!'"
Tre UCF Geen explodOO in a
semi-frenzy of activity Monday,
darrrened only b,t rain and look of
student attendance, as the CBS
College Tour made its way to
Central Florida.
Makeshift tents ~ the
laMl, harbomg such game shoN
favorites as "The Family Feud"
and "Tre Price Is AVit." altrough
I couldn't he\J but notice that lV
game show eon Bcb Barker was

not present. It was probably for
the better though. considering
UCF's stray cat population. Re-

member - ·Help oontrol the pet weren'tsuccessfulthere. weather
~OOl'l; have your pet spayed or

neutered." Sooy Bcb.
In other areas. students competed againsteach otherin shooting
hoops and guessing the punch line
at the Comedy Quiz. "And what do
you get ifyou lose?" the host asked.
A job at CBS oo a comedj writer.
By far the bggest attraction and
the longest 5ne came at the CBS
S?Jrts Center "Play-By-Play," minus one overbearing John Madden
- the man who gave us Sunday
football fans frequent headoches
with his blinding yellow pen. Students were able to give sports
broadcasting a try. And if they

broadcasting was also available with WCPX, CBS' Orlando
affiliate - no skills required!
As with any student activity
hoping for a decant turnout,
free gifts abounded. Candy bars,
Frisbees, hip poc~. CDs, a ~
of your performance and the everpopular 24-0unce Little C.aesar's
Pizza! Pizza! cup. A perfect gift for
the college student body. 'Nriy? •
Just ook "Fcrnily Feud."
Ncme the number one beverage

college students consume.
Survey says... Beer1
• ~;.;-~:-lee
central fbida futur~

UCF student Sallee Sieber gives the wheel a spin on "Ths
Price is Right." o-ther IN/future)
·

J THE Crossword
ACROSS

1 Narrow ledge
5 Church leader

Answers on F3

9 Circle
segments
13 - code
14 Veil fabric
15 "If 1- king"
16 Winterberry
18 Yemen port
19 Arm of the
Pacific
20 Circled
21 Arabian
chieftain
22 Plaintiff
23 Atmo's cousin
26 Peculiar
27 Damp
28 Recede
31 Cupidity
33 Golf gadget
34 Ashen
35 What line·
backers do

ill

J>BVANEY'S
Sports Pub & Eatery
. 7660 University Blvd.
University & Goldenrod
Goodings Center
679-6600

EVERY THURSDAY

REGGAE
NIGHT
* $1.50 Bottles RED STRIPE
*AUTHENTIC LIVE REGGAE

9:30PM -1:00 AM

39 Repeat
40 Fisheggs
41 Hindu stringed
instrument
42 Summer In
Caen
43 Success
44 Superlative
ending
46 Piggery
47 Kind of dance
49 Dress fussily
51 Farm buildings
53 Appalachian
range
57 Got down
58 Family misfit
59 Not any
60 Leases
61 Jap.case
62 Beer barrels
63 Has debts
64 Caustic
substances

Writers Wanted

by Roma Schmidt
DOWN
1 Infant
2 First name in
mysteries
3 Factual
4 lwinned
crystal
5 Throbbed
6 Senior
7 Appeal
8 Always to
poets
·9 Cognizant
10 Robins
11 Indian
12 Dispatch
14 Dressed skins ·
17 -dragon
(large lizard)
.20 Away from home
22 Leak slowly
23 Concur
24 Build
25 Distraction
27 Tiny

.

I

Looking for business,
marketing or any
major interested in
earning money:

Sheepcry
Fruit
Tokyo formerly
Article
Gr. letter
36 Smile
37 Small child
38 Daisylike
flowers
43 Towel word
44 Spews from a
volcano
45 Hunts
48 Feeds the
kitty
49 Carpenter's
tool
50 Nothing: Lat.
51 River's edge
52 Drug plant
53 Expelled air
54 Gainsay
55 Actor Richard
56 Grandiose work
58 Bus. abbr.

Weare lookingforstudents interested in
sharpening their writing skills in all areas:
~news

¥-features
~sports

Call 823-6397
for further
information.

Somethin ~ for those
of you who aren't taking ..
Kaplan Prep. -.
-We've produ ::o:I more top scures on•testa l.ilte tb,c LSAT, GMAT, r..m.E and MCAT lhan all other
courses combin~d. Which means if you'ro not taking
Kaplan Prep,'"' you may need to take more than a #2
pencil to the test. ·

The sky's the
limit.
The Central Florida .
Future has unlimited
opportunities for
advertising represent.atives. Payment is made
on a generous commis.sion basis and the only
requirements are a
positive and motivated
personality.Prior
experience in sales is
helpful, but not .required.
Call Tisha at 823-2602.
The sooner you start,
the sooner you earn.

- •
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rr's AS SURE A THING AS A PAINTBALL

'HITON
PAVAROTTI
ITS THE STIJDENT SPECIAL

WE HAVE SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY ONLY
FEA1URING

ALL THE SPAGHETTI
ANYBODY COULD EAT
INCLUDING A CERTAIN OPERA SINGER,
FOR THE UNHEARD OF PRICE OF $2.99
Dine in only.

Real Italian Real Fast
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I
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12025 Collegiate Way{J80-3737
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Irons' 1 Damage' rivals 1 Reversal of Fortune'
"Damaged people are dangerous. They know they
can live through anything." It is with these lines that
director Louis Malle. husband of Candice Bergen.
gives the message to his new film "Damage," a
poignant and powerful new film starring Academy
Award winner Jeremy Irons.
Based on Josephine Hart's 1989 novel of the same
name. "Damage" tells the story of Dr. Stephen Fleming
Clrons) and his sexually obsessive relationship with his
son's fiancee, Anna Cplayed beautifully by Juliette
Binoche from C"The Unbearable Lightness of Being,")
and the tragic circumstances that result.
From their first meeting, Anna and Stephen spark
instant chemistry. They are introduced to each other
and just stare into one another's eyes. letting their gaze
do the communicating. In the next scene, Anna calls
Stephen at his office. a~d just by revealing ner name.
the,( s,et a ~eeting for their first sexual encounter.
When their relationship begins. they are almost .
mute to each other, communicating on~· by their
attraction and sexual desires. As the film progresses.
and eventually leads to a "damaging" tragooy, the two
do not know any more abput each other than they diq
when they started.
Instead. the characters team about themselves . ...__ _L--~
Stephendiscoversthathisclose-knitfamilyisactuaiiy Ju-liette Binoch~ (L)
Jeremy Irons (R) star as the fated lovers Anna -Barton and Stephen Fleming -dysfunctional and that he did not raise his children well. in louis Malle's "Damage." (courtasytnew line cinema)
Anna learns how she can never be happy with life. that
Irons C" Reversal Of Fortune"), as Fleming. gives steals the show. Her Anna is so attractive and mysteshe will always be a "damaged" soul.
Malle, who has directed such masterpieces as one of his most tender performances and shows that rious that you cannot take your eyes off her. And her
"Atlantic City" and "Au Revoir Les Infants" does he is not afraid of taking chances in his roles ·che eyes are filled with a brooding stare that all but screams
another tenific job here. His talent comes out by giving completely exposes himself here). Miranda Richardson, the anguished secrets of her past.
the film a stark and noble, almost condescending, from the art-house hits "The Crying Game" and "En• eyal goldshmid
feel. and through this he makes us feel the charac- chanted April," is marvelous playing Fleming's emocentral
florida future
tionally
abused
wife.
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is
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Binoche
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ters' every emotion.
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Extreme fun, in Aspen?
The main reason I went to see "Aspen
Extreme" was for the skiing. I expected
the movie to be your run-of-the-mill sports
film - a lot of great sports shots and
more than likely a lot of sex.
lhavetotelt ·
}'UU.lwasmore
than st.rprised

~1/

"~Hosptal"), a~ fi-

nancial manipu-

lator. Ofcourse.
T.J.beccmesinvolvedwith both
of
these
'M:>men, but he
,.. " is only truly in
., _,, . , lole with one of
them. Can you

actual storyline l ;: :,:

andaprettyde- , ' ·
·

that Ofcoorse. "
therewerealot
of extreme sWingshotsarda T.J. Burke(Pau Gross, L) and his friend
lot of sex too. (P
Be ) . "Aspen Extr
"

.. Aspen Ex-

eter rg

111

treme" tells the story of T.J. Burke CPaul
G~. a Detroit factory worker 'hOO really
wants to be a writer. -But he thinks one must
experience Ile in order to write about it, so
Burke perauades his best friend. Dexter
Rutecki CPeter Berg> to leave tOM'l in pursuit
of their
- becoming
ski i'lstn.ctors.
The hand· some T.J., with
his winning
smile. ard the
s o m e w h at

eme.

Dexter

(courtesy.ituena vista pict.)

guess which
one?

The

two friends .CT.J. and Dexter) put their
friendship to the test on the powder-filled
slopes of Aspen as their priorities begin
to grow further and further apart from one
another.
This story line is fine, but that was not
the reason I
went to see
this film. I went
to see it for the
skiing, and it
was worth the
money. Some
of the world's
geeky
best daredevil
end up i1 Asskiers must
pen. Colo.. the
have worked
skicapitalofthe
on this film.
rich and fa- T.J. Bllke gives Bryce Kellogg (Finola Hughes)
Only the best
mous.
Of private le$on in "Aspen Extreme." (col6tesyA>Uenavista)
of the best
COll'Se, they are primo skiers and both wn
could have performed some of the stunts
Calbeit coertiveo/) spots as ski instructors.
in this film. If you are a ski buff, I rec~mAs ski instructors, they spend their mend that you see this film.
days making hundreds of dollars in tips
• kuan - lin wang
and their evenings are spent taking in the
central florida future
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"You will now listen to the sound of fl'o/voice.
Oi1 the count of 10, ~ WiH be in Europa."
VVhen ~ get right dcmn to the very core of
the matter. "Zentropa" can be described as the

local nightlife.
Enter the beautiful babes: Robin, CTeri
Polo. from "Aiantom of the Opera") a true
beauty Wt:h classc Vvholesomeness. and
Bryce, CFrolaHughes. from "Jack's Place."

todiSCCNerthat
the fim had an
cent one at

•e11frttlNI
first serious Danish film with a gOod sense of

· humor.
"Zentropa, " for all its visual pyrotechrics and
existential pondering! is a very funny film. It is a silly, campy look at the aftermath of war. Much
in the same way that Kurt Vonnegut's "Slaughterhouse-Five "is avery silly, funny novel about
the horrors of war.
Vonnegut's book and this Danish film about Germany have many things in coomon. the
mainonebeingthesharpwaythatthesetooworksillustratetheridiculousintheworst,dcitrkest
side of human nature. It is a confusing film. It is confusing because of what it says about us
as people and as·individuals. as idealists
cynics. and as pragmatists aid Sadists.
"Zentropa" is the story of an ideaUst Gennan-Amerean who visits his father's homeland
after the war. To S8'f anything else 'M:>Uld run the story.
The ffm won the Jury Prize at the 1991 Cannes Film Festival and was Denmark's entry

m

forthe Oscar.
One·of the most striking things about it, perhaps. is the waythe film looks. It uses an old
.fashioned technique. rear projection, which is yesterday's equivalent to today's blue screen.
The weird thing is that rear projection 'M:>r'kswonders in this film. It is an incredible tool. the way
director Lars Von Tlier uses it.
But I 'M)r'l 't S8'f ar¥hing else.
Except that "Zentropa" i~ very serious, very campy. very tragic and very much worth
watching. Even in the film's most ponderous element, an eerie voice<:Ner" in th0 rncrmer of a
lwnotist, is sity in a really bizarre mamer.
You can catch "Zentropa" at6:30p.m..a1d9p.m. WecllesdayintheWild Pizza. It's free
for students and pretty cheap for the rest of the wortd. Just remember to bring your l.D.
Oh, and one more thing: Denmark should have gotten that Oscar.
• juan martinez
central florida future

Position avallable

Business Manager
The Central Florida Future, the student newspaper of the University of Central Florida, is currently accepting applications and resumes for
the position of business manager. This position
requires a person 'Nho can supervise people as
well as oversee the financial transactions and
records of the newspaper. Candidates should
fill out an application at our business office <8232601 ) and submit a resume and any letters of
recommendation possible.
This position wiH be filled by February 1993 and
the chosen candidate's tenure wi11 be effective
until the end of the spring semester of 1994.
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the go~ soon stated work on Cl10ther
alblrn. NCM1we have the restits of that effort
- PetVf:.re.
Jesus Jones' latest release is not just a
rehashed version of what brought these
boys' success. Instead, the group has chosen to grr:>N. take chances and explore new
avenues which have given birth to a newer.
more techno-based sound.
This album is destined to join Doubt as a
distinct and revolutionary form of today's
tech no-rock

the lastfe'Nyears, Gorguts is notjust a "let'ssee-hoN-~t-we-can-play-aidwho-cares-if

it-sounds-like-mything" band. Tuer music is
actually music, not just noise. I will admit,
though, myopinon is demitelyin the minority.
Most people have a reoction simaar to my
girlfriend's. Wio said somethirg to the effect
of "It's just some guy gruNling. It sucks."
•clave bauer
centra florida future

• cliff vanzandt
entertainment editor

Jesus Jones
Perverse

<EMI>

DFATHMETAL

Mike Edwards and Jesus Jones have
delivered once again with the band's neN
release Perverse.
The abum is a fresh approach for the
band in a genre they practically invented the fusion of rock. rap and techno-dance
music.
Formed in 1988, Jesus Jones soon built
a follC1Mng in both Europe and the United
States. This folloong was the result of the
rele0se of several singles and the group's
first album - Liquidizer.
Then in 1991 withareleaseofwhatwould
become a twcrmillion seller, Doubt the
group hit the big-time. Hits like "Right Here,
Right NCM1" and "Stripped" brought Jesus
Jones both financial and critical success.
Touted by "Musician Magazine" as "the
future of English rock. thegroupwasweH on
its vvay.
Because Mike Edwards. the group'sonly
writer, did not want the momentum to stall.

A MATIJER.OF TASTJB
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Many times, a death metal album's cover
artmrk is almost infinitely better than the
actual music. Surprisingly. this Was not the
case with Gorguts, a neN death metal band
out of Canada.
For those who are not too familiar with the
genre, death metal is variation of heavy
metal, where the \Oeals are growled and the
beat is extremely fast. Most of the song

a

topics are about. 'Nell, death Cor something
equally morbid>.
L~ly. Gaguts scores high in the dark/

dep'essing category. Take, for example. a
selectioo from "Condemned to Obscurity."
"Deep, JQU're drowned, in this optical nightrrere/ lnvatex. yrurvisiooscdlapseinstantly/
NoN yrur life is condemned to obscurity.
tf you are into death metal, Gorguts is a
groupdefinitelyworthcheGkingout. Unlike so
nmy other death metal bands to emerge in
II

Five-Eight
I Leamed Shut Up
Sky Records
Five--Bght packs a rare type of energy:
their sound is bone rawand hauntingly pretty.
lntheirdebutalbum, fLeamedShutUp, you'll

findbetterguitarhooksthananythingspewed
by most big label groups in recent memory,
stronger melodies than most of the wishy-washy troves of the wimpier, lighter, and
flatter side of progressive music eroad the
Wet Sprocket being a case in point>, and
angier, creepier lyrics than those found in the
psychobabble Of less interesting groups.

And what's more, the/ve gJt a good
sense of tlJmor.
The group's raw, melcx:ic SOllld comes
from its simple set-up: three guys Wth two
guitars and a c:hrnset. That's it. The guys
&Mtch to an ocoustic gl.itwon one song but,
for the most part, thei' music is as sinple ~
rock gets.
There's no studo gee--wiizzery involved,
either. Five-Bght is as raN as can be. 'Miat's
strange, though, is just hOiv beautiful most of
the music is. The songs ere pretty and pretty
dark at that. nILeamed Shut Up. J<>u'Mll find
songs about sex cr.d death. death and guilt,
guilt and obsession, cr.d obsession and sex.
This album is full of great stuff! There ere
stories about reject groupies. strippers. odes
to the everynm's M'. ~ Ckind of), a Lou
Reed cover. sour-sweet bve songs, angry
declarations of angst, and so footh.
All in all, arernaOO:ble mix of the bizareand
the melodc. The lYjf and the graceful. The
jc¥:>us and the poignant. Et cetera, et cetera,
et cetera. You get the idea.
Five-Eight is a rare combination of good
musicianship, C11QfY lyrics. and unfettered

energy. lncidentaHy, Five-eight also happens
to be the band's 8\!'91Clge height.
Five-Eight's I Learned Shut Up was released by Sky Records. It's not a big label.
Chances are, you won't be able to find the
album in your local mall.
For information on Five-Eight <and, I suppose. on other bands under this labeD, write
to:
Skv Records, Inc.
6400 Atlantic Blvd. #220
Norcross. Ga 30C)71
• juai martinez
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Bring. Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

. Belz Facto.ry
· Ou.tlet World
Mall 2

.O UTLET·

363-4670

10'% ·~tud~nt discount on roQular merchandise with UCF ID

Students
Staff

Faculty
Alumni

This Bard 1s For You!.·
Orlando Shakespeare Festival's UCF Nights

20 °/o ~!~ular price
Your cost per ticket: Level C $4., Level B $8., Level A $16.

April 14, 1993 A~1l
THE COMEDY •
OF ERRORS ~
8:00 pm
~
Walt Disney Amphitheater

at Lake Eola Park

'lt.~ ..1

cl~

April 15, 1993
AS YOU
LIKE IT
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8:00 pm
Walt Disney Amphitheater

at Lake Eola Park

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Street A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City
State
ZIP---Phone (day)
Phone (evening) - - - - 0 April 14 • The Comedy of Errors Ticket price _ _
D April 15 -As You Like It
Ticket price _ _ Total price - -

·@)

D Check endo~ D Mastercard D Visa

Card#-----Name as it appears on card
Exp. - - - Mail this coupon with. payment to: Orlando Shakespeare Festival
30 S. Magnolia, Suite 250, Orlando, Florida 32801
Umlt one ticket ~r play per coupon. Tickets subject to avallablllty. Not valid with any Ott>:-' · ...·:1. ~ :c!t
available 1hrougn TICketmuter. Photocopies or olhlf reproduct!On not vdd. To order~ . :w,il ~~-- ~ :.111
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